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(57) In an embodiment, there is provided a method
for optimization of application layer traffic carried by an
IP connection over a multi-access technology mobile net-
work between a User Equipment UE and an IP connec-
tion endpoint in an IP network, said optimization being
based on network information provided using a network

information service, said network information including
path costs capable of indicating preferences in terms of
network paths for said IP connection, said preferences
in terms of network paths including preferences in terms
of access technologies.
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Description

[0001] The present invention generally relates to com-
munications in general, and more particularly communi-
cations over mobile networks.
[0002] Detailed descriptions of mobile networks and
systems can be found in the litterature, such as in par-
ticular in Technical Specifications published by standard-
isation bodies such as for example 3GPP (3rd Generation
Partnership Project).
[0003] An example of mobile communication system
is Evolved Packet System EPS, specified in particular in
3GPP TS 23.401 and 3GPP TS 23.402. In a system such
as for example EPS, a mobile terminal also called User
Equipment (UE) has access to an external network such
as IP network (also called Packet Data Network PDN)
via a mobile network also called LTE network. The LTE
network is a multi-access technology mobile network.
The LTE network includes Evolved Packet Core EPC
that can be accessed by multiple accesses including
3GPP accesses (such as E-UTRAN or GERAN/UTRAN)
and non-3GPP accesses (such as trusted WiFi or non-
trusted WiFi).
[0004] A PDN connection, such as in particular IP con-
nection, may be established between a User Equipment
having access to an IP network (such as for example the
Internet) via a mobile network such as for example LTE
network, and an IP connection endpoint in said IP net-
work. Traffic related to various applications may be car-
ried by such IP connection. Some applications, such as
for example peer-to-peer (P2P) and content delivery, al-
low a choice in connection endpoints. Services such as
for example the Application Layer Traffic Optimization
(ALTO) service can be used for e.g. connection endpoint
selection, in order to e.g. increase locality of traffic, im-
prove user-experience, amongst others. More detail on
ALTO service and protocol can be found for example in
ALTO protocol, [draft-ietf-alto-protocol-13] "ALTO Proto-
col", R. Alimi Ed., R. Penno Ed;, Y. Yang Ed., draft-ietf-
alto-protocol-13.txt (work in progress), September 7th
2012.
[0005] As will be explained with more detail later, there
is a need to improve optimization of application layer traf-
fic using e.g. ALTO service.
[0006] Embodiments of the present invention in partic-
ular address such needs.
[0007] These and other objects are achieved, in one
aspect, by a method for optimization of application layer
traffic carried by an IP connection over a multi-access
technology mobile network between a User Equipment
UE and an IP connection endpoint in an IP network, said
optimization being based on network information provid-
ed using a network information service, said network in-
formation including path costs capable of indicating pref-
erences in terms of network paths for said IP connection,
said preferences in terms of network paths including pref-
erences in terms of access technologies.
[0008] These and other objects are achieved, in other

aspects, by different entities for performing such method.
Such entities may include, in particular, User Equipment
UE, network information Server such as ALTO Server
(including Local Server and Core Server), network infor-
mation Client such as ALTO Client (including Local Client
and Core Client), network information Agent, mobile net-
work entity interacting with UE at PDN connectivity es-
tablishment.
[0009] Some embodiments of apparatus and/or meth-
ods in accordance with embodiments of the present in-
vention are now described, by way of example only, and
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

- figure 1 illustrates, for an example of mobile network
infrastructure and an example of application allowing
a choice in connection endpoint, a possible solution
for traffic layer optimization having certain draw-
backs that embodiments of the present invention en-
able to avoid,

- figure 2 illustrates, for an example of mobile network
infrastructure and an example of application allowing
a choice in connection endpoints, an example of net-
work information service architecture according to
embodiments of the present invention,

- figure 3 illustrates, for an example of mobile network
infrastructure and an example of application allowing
a choice in connection endpoint, an example of net-
work information service according to embodiments
of the present invention,

- figure 4 illustrates, for an example of mobile network
infrastructure and an example of application allowing
a choice in connection endpoint, an example of steps
which may be performed according to embodiments
of the present invention,

- figure 5 illustrates, for an example of mobile network
infrastructure and an example of application allowing
a choice in connection endpoint, examples of path
costs values using a network information service ac-
cording to embodiments of the present invention,

- figure 6 illustrates, for an example of mobile network
infrastructure and an example of application allowing
a choice in connection endpoint, examples of path
costs values using a network information service ac-
cording to embodiments of the present invention.

[0010] The Internet usage market is now geared to-
wards massive downloads any time anywhere, seam-
lessly coupled with mobility. At the same time network
operators want to offer easy access to popular content,
as they progressively get to operate themselves the de-
livery and management of content. These applications
are highly demanding on Quality of Experience (QoE)
which is how the user perceives the quality of an appli-
cation session in terms of e.g. latency, throughput or
packet loss. The challenge now for the mobile network
operators is to provide QoE to their customers while min-
imizing the costs induced in their network operation.
[0011] As broadband greedy and highly bursty ses-
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sions can be initiated arbitrarily, they need to be well pre-
pared and maintained. Evolved Packet Systems (EPS),
also referred to as LTE networks, support connections
to the Internet via different possible access technologies,
whose capabilities significantly impact the QoE and the
network performance. Applications running on mobile
terminals could improve them if they could choose their
Endpoints with awareness of the network topology span-
ning from the access to the whole Internet. That is, ter-
minals need to be aware of routing costs of both their
end to end connection and their path to the PDN Gate-
way.
[0012] 3GPP has specified the Evolved Packet Core
(EPC), which is the next generation core network for cel-
lular networks. The EPC defines the following key func-
tions: the Serving Gateway (S-GW), the PDN Gateway
(P-GW) and the Mobility Management Entity (MME).
These three functions cooperate with the security Home
Subscriber Server (HSS) and Policy and Charging Con-
trol (PCC) infrastructure, in order to rule the traffic for-
warding capabilities of the core and access network. In
particular, the EPC provides wireless access to non
3GPP networks such as WIFI. 3GPP already specified
the non 3GPP non trusted WLAN access by means of
the evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG), a VPN con-
centrator where each UE has to connect via a secured
connection. Similar work has started to define WIFI ac-
cess also for non 3GPP trusted networks (also referred
as trusted WIFI access). Each wireless access technol-
ogy has particular capabilities and limitations and there-
fore yields a different access cost.
[0013] To improve its QoE for applications such as vid-
eo download or streaming, the UE may use the IETF
ALTO protocol, described in [draft-ietf-alto-protocol-13]
and whose design goal can help it to choose the best
possible resource location. Indeed, the IETF ALTO work-
ing group provides guidance to content delivery applica-
tions such as P2P or Content Delivery Networks (CDN),
which have to select one or several hosts or endpoints
from a set of candidates that are able to provide a desired
data resource. This guidance should be based on pa-
rameters that affect performance and efficiency of the
data transmission between the hosts, e.g., the topologi-
cal distance. The ultimate goal is to improve the QoE of
the application while reducing resource consumption in
the underlying network infrastructure. To this end, ALTO
Servers deployed by Network Operators (NO), provide
requesting ALTO Clients with information, currently such
as the NO-centric view on the network topology, the can-
didate endpoints with attributes such as their routing cost
or connectivity type.
[0014] Currently the insight of ALTO information in the
path between a UE and a connection node (or say End-
point) does not provide details below IP hops among oth-
ers for scalability reasons, as it is illustrated in FIGURE
1. However the major QoE challenges of wireless net-
work users arise in the access network, that is, in the first
hop between the UE and its one or more serving PGW.

The path of a UE to its serving PDN(s) impacts the path
to the content and thus the related QoE. Therefore, it is
necessary to inform the UE, which could take the appro-
priate decisions w.r.t. the utilized access path.
[0015] For Mobile Network Operators (MNO) and their
users, being connected via 3G or trusted Wifi can make
a huge difference in the QoE and routing cost. MNOs
also seek to optimize their network load balance.
[0016] For both parties there is a need to push access
technology (AT) awareness of ALTO information one
step ahead, in order to either enable ALTO aware inter
RAT handovers or RAT aware Endpoint selection for Us-
ers located in wireless network.
[0017] Embodiments of the present invention provide
applications running on mobile terminals with information
on end to end routing costs to their Endpoints with aware-
ness on the access technology costs given that this in-
formation should at the same time preserve scalability.
[0018] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a layer cooperative solution to help managing the con-
nections of a mobile User Equipment (UE), running ap-
plications that have the choice among multiple candidate
endpoints, such as content downloading or distributed
applications. Embodiments of the present invention pro-
vide means to evaluate the cost associated to the choice
of a given Correspondent Node (CN) in the Internet, ac-
counting for both the access path and the end to end
path. While doing that, embodiments of the present in-
vention are designed so as to preserve scalability.
[0019] Embodiments of the present invention involve
the IETF protocol Application Layer Traffic Optimization
(ALTO) and would benefit from extensions of the current
ALTO protocol.
[0020] Embodiments of the present invention propose
that ALTO provides cost values depending on the access
technology used at the first hop. Embodiments of the
present invention require that the ALTO request is made
with the awareness of the applicable cost value category.
[0021] Embodiments of the present invention propose
means for the UE to provide its connection attributes so
that the ALTO Client can request the appropriate cost
value for the path to the PGW.
[0022] To maintain scalability, embodiments of the in-
vention assume that the ALTO coverage zone is decom-
posed in one "’local" part covering the first hop range and
the other part, the rest of the ISP network view.
[0023] Last, it should be noted that current ALTO pro-
tocol and extension proposals do not support multiple
possible values for a path cost metric (at the same time
period), that is, costs that can take different possible val-
ues depending on qualitative parameters such as access
technology as opposed to quantitative parameters like
time or space. Embodiments of the present invention re-
quire an ALTO protocol extension proposal allowing to
categorize ALTO cost Values
[0024] Suppose that an ALTO Client needs to request
the cost of a path between a user equipment (UE), locat-
ed in an EPS, and an application Endpoint (EP) located
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in the Internet. To this end, it requests the ALTO Endpoint
Cost Service (ECS).
[0025] We assume that the ALTO Server providing in-
formation to the UE is the ALTO Server operated by the
ISP where the UE is a subscriber. The ALTO ECS pro-
vides the cost of the end to end path between a UE and
a connection node (CN) associated to the EP. In LTE
networks, the last hop of this path is the logical link be-
tween the UE and the PGW that physically goes via sev-
eral possible access technologies. For example: a cellu-
lar base station, a trusted WiFi Access Point, an untrusted
WiFi access point.
[0026] Embodiments of the present invention are
called here "Extended ALTO Cost Services (EACS) Sup-
port"; this focuses on the ALTO information provided for
this last hop and proposes mechanisms to merge last
hop path costs with end to end path cost in a scalable
way. Embodiments of the present invention provide sup-
port features to EACS specialized in Mobile Network path
costs. Their goal is to enable a MNO to help its hosted
UEs applications to choose their EPs with the awareness
of their path to their serving PGW.
[0027] An example of EACS Support features is illus-
trated in FIGURE 2:
[0028] The ALTO Client serving the UE has some
EACS option, allowing it to choose the cost value w.r.t.
a name identifying this cost value in a qualitative way and
specified in the ALTO Server. Example names
include :"cellular", "3g", "trusted-Wifi".
[0029] The ALTO Service is preferably distributed
among 2 ALTO Servers as follows:

(1) a Local Serving ALTO Server (LAOS) that:

(ii) Hosts the information on the local EPS net-
work, covering the paths between the UEs and
the PGWs. Provides information on the paths
from the UE to the PGW.
(iii) Hosts an ALTO Client that sends an ALTO
request to a "general" ALTO Server, covering
the zone beyond the PGW. It can possibly get
the requested information from a local cache if
still valid.
(i) receives the ALTO request issued by the AL-
TO Client Serving the UE.

(2) a "core" or "regular" ALTO Server that covers the
whole ISP network view, as it would if the "local ALTO
Service" is not available or deactivated. This would
be the case ALTO Client Serving the UE does not
have or use the EACS option.

[0030] The ALTO Client serving the UE is referred to
as the LAOC can be located either in the UE or in the
network.
[0031] EACS Support provides two new features:

- providing the UE and Local ALTO Client with the

address of the Serving Local ALTO Server, e.g.
when the PDN connectivity or PDP context is estab-
lished,

- allowing a UE to give its connection attributes to a
function associated to the Local ALTO Client in order
to get the ALTO Cost information relatively to the
UE’s connection type, where:

(i) the connection attributes are received by a
function called for instance ALTO Agent. This
function is located in the UE and associated to
the ALTO Client; it maps the connection at-
tributes to the Cost Value Names registered in
the ALTO Server and sends them to the ALTO
Client. The ALTO Agent is out of scope of the
ALTO protocol; it is aware of semantics of (a)
ALTO, (b) UE and (c) application.

[0032] This way, the ALTO Client can send an ALTO
request for the appropriate ALTO Cost Value Name
[0033] FIGURE 3 provides an example on how a Local
ALTO Server can represent logical paths costs w.r.t. to
their access technology.
[0034] An example of steps and features that may be
used when implementing Extended ALTO Cost Services
with EACS Support is illustrated in FIGURE 4

FEATURES

[0035]

A) A "Local MNO ALTO Server" (LAOS) covers the
EPS and provides fine grained information on the
EPS path that is the first IP hop between a UE and
a PGW.

B) The UE is related to a Local ALTO Client (LAOC)
that may be embedded in the UE or located in the
EPS.

C) An ALTO Client, whether local or not is preferably
coupled with an ALTO Agent (AA), that is a functional
entity able to (i) get information related to the UE,
the application or other context (ii) map this informa-
tion to the ALTO semantics and hand it to the AOC
as input to prepare ALTO requests (iii) hand other
ALTO request input such as ALTO cost type ID (iv)
possibly perform some processing on the informa-
tion received in the ALTO responses, such as pro-
viding optimization parameters, filtering or reverse
mapping.

D) The LAOS embeds another AOC that handles
ALTO requests to one or more ALTO Servers located
in the Core Network and providing "regular" ALTO
Services. The ALTO information on the EPS path is
provided by the LAOS, the ALTO information on the
Core Network path is retrieved from the Core AOS
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via the AOC embedded in the local AOS.

E) The Local ALTO routing cost information, or any
other applicable ALTO cost information, is sensitive
to connection attributes including RAT type (3gpp,
trusted WiFi), SLA. So that the cost of an EPS path
may take different values, depending on the connec-
tion attributes of the UE.

F) The Local ALTO cost values that are sensitive to
the UE connection attributes are identified in the LA-
OS by an ALTO Cost Value Name. For example:
ALTO cost value names may include {"3gpp", "trust-
ed WiFi", "SLA tag", ...}.

G) The applicable ALTO Service is in the present
case, the ALTO Endpoint Cost Service (ECS).

EXTENDED ALTO COST TRANSACTION STEPS

[0036]

1) The UE and Local ALTO Client get the address
of the Serving Local ALTO Server, e.g. when the
PDN connectivity or PDP context is established.

2) The UE gives its connection attributes to the
LAOC, preferably via the LAA, together with the other
"regular" attributes of an ALTO Endpoint Cost Serv-
ice request. The UE connection attributes are iden-
tifiers that unambiguously characterize ALTO cost
value properties. For example: Cell ID for "3gpp",
"SSID" or WiFi Access Point MAC address for
"tWiFi", SLA class or ID.

3) The Local ALTO Agent (LAA) matches the UE
connection attributes with the identifiers of the ALTO
Cost Value Names advertised in the ALTO Server
Information Resources Directory (IRD). It gives the
ALTO Cost value Names to the Local ALTO Client
(LAOC) together with the other ALTO request at-
tributes.

4) The Local ALTO Server (LAOS) separates the
received ALTO request in 2 parts: the first one for
the EPS path between UE and PGW that it covers
and the second one for the Core Network (CN) path
between PGW and EPs covered by the core ALTO
Server. It gets the cost of the path between the UE
and the PGW from its own database. It gets the cost
in the core network either via an ALTO request to
the core ALTO Server or gets the locally cached re-
sponse if still valid.

5) It merges the response of the core Serving ALTO
Server and the LAOS and sends it back to the ALTO
Client.

[0037] The attribute "ALTO Cost Value Name" does
not yet exist in the ALTO protocol. It would require a pro-
tocol extension, that introduces this attributes to support
e.g. examples of use cases as described here.
[0038] Example of embodiment (called EMBODI-
MENT 1): UE connected via 3gpp requesting ECS to
EP1, EP2, EP3 for ALTO Cost Value Names "3gpp" and
"wifi", for ALTO Cost Type ’routingcost’. LAOC is embed-
ded in the UE
[0039] Steps characterizing UE connection centric
Multi-Value ALTO ECS transaction:

(1) During PDN connectivity establishment or PDP
context activation, UE gets: Address of Serving Local
ALTO Server,
(2) UE provides connection attributes to ALTO
Agent: for example {Cell ID or WiFi SSID or WiFi AP
MAC address)
ALTO Agent: (i) maps Cell ID with ALTO Value Name
"3gpp" and Wifi SSID with "WiFi", (ii) sends IP ad-
dress of EP1, EP2, EP3 and other ECS input includ-
ing e.g. "Cost Type = routingcost" to Local ALTO
client (LAOC),
(3) LAOC sends to LAOS: ALTO EACS request from
@UE to [@EP1, @EP2, @EP3] with Cost Value
Name ["3gpp", "WiFi"], and the other necessary AL-
TO request attributes.
(4) LAOS:

(i) decomposes the ALTO request: UE to PGW
and PGW to EPs.
(ii) through its embedded ALTO Client, requests
and gets from the Core ALTO Server via the
Endpoint Cost Service, the "routingcost" value
from PGW to [@EP1, @EP2, @EP3], or gets
the cached response if still valid,
(iii) gets from its database via the EACS the rout-
ing cost value from the UE to PGW, for ALTO
value names ["3gpp" and "WiFi".

(5) sends to the LAOC the merged ALTO response
from UE to EPs, that is for each of the 3 paths, two
values.

[0040] The step 4.ii may be done as currently specified
in the base ALTO protocol. LAOC can request values for
one or more ALTO Value names. Embodiments of the
present invention relate to the possibility to request and
get values for one or more Value names.
[0041] How path cost values can be decomposed and
merged by the LAOS is illustrated in FIGURE 5.
[0042] Example of embodiment (called EMBODI-
MENT 2) - EACS support for achieve multi-variate End-
point and path selection; LAOC is embedded in the UE.
[0043] As illustrated in FIGURE 5, the UE can already
select its EP with awareness of the access technology
and thus for instance switch between cellular and Wifi
while keeping an eye on its routing cost to its application
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endpoints.
[0044] Beyond that, EACS Support offers the possibil-
ity to add another step towards optimized QoE, OPEX
and load balancing, in particular as EACS can be effi-
ciently used in conjunction with several ALTO Cost
Types. Multi valued ALTO costs offer means to jointly
select application Endpoints and access paths. Distinct
paths can further be distinguished by adding other cost
metrics such as bandwidth related ones, given that it does
not make sense to "merge" bandwidth values of 2 differ-
ent paths into a single value, as it is done in FIGURE 1.
[0045] FIGURE 6 illustrates how the joint use of routing
cost and bandwidth cost allows an even more advanta-
geous choice of Endpoint, than with 2 cost values but
only one cost type, as in FIGURE 5. In Figure 6, besides
routing cost values, a value tagged as BW and reflecting
the available bandwidth is provided. The "concatenated"
bandwidth value over a path is equal to the minimal value.
This yields 4 cost vectors and thus 4 "Endpoint plus path"
choices. It is assumed that the corresponding ALTO cost
is an abstracted value that is inversely proportional to the
available bandwidth. A normalized cost value (between
0 and 100) is computed for each of the 4 choices and
tagged "Ncost". Looking at Figure 6, one sees that the
least cost solution (Ncost=12) corresponds to choosing
EP2 via SGW2 (wifi access), that has a slightly higher
routing cost (RC=13) but a significantly higher bandwidth
(BW=20). Using only routing cost would have led to
choose EP1 (RC=10 and BW=12) via SGW2.
[0046] Thus, the EACS support features enable an ef-
ficient and scalable extension of the ALTO protocol in
order to better choose the application Endpoints, for in-
stance via the use of multiple cost types. EACS support
enables to jointly optimize the selection of network ac-
cess and Endpoint. It allows as well an easy use of mech-
anisms to update Endpoint selection upon a network ac-
cess selection.
[0047] In one aspect, there is provided a method for
optimization of application layer traffic carried by an IP
connection over a multi-access technology mobile net-
work between a User Equipment UE and an IP connec-
tion endpoint in an IP network.
[0048] Various embodiments are provided, which may
be used alone or in combination, according to various
combinations.
[0049] In an embodiment, said optimization is based
on network information provided using a network infor-
mation service, said network information including path
costs capable of indicating preferences in terms of net-
work paths for said IP connection, said preferences in
terms of network paths including preferences in terms of
access technologies.
[0050] In an embodiment, connection attributes iden-
tifying said access technologies are provided by said UE
for use by said network information service.
[0051] In an embodiment, connection attributes iden-
tifying said access technologies at mobile network level
are mapped to path costs attributes identifying said ac-

cess technologies at network information service level.
[0052] In an embodiment, for a Client-Server based
network information service, a request sent by said Client
to said Server includes path costs attributes identifying
said access technologies.
[0053] In an embodiment, for a Client-Server based
network information service, a response sent by said
Server to said Client includes different path costs values
for different path costs attributes identifying different ac-
cess technologies.
[0054] In an embodiment, said preferences in terms of
network paths further include preferences in terms of IP
connection endpoints for an application allowing a choice
in IP connection endpoint.
[0055] In an embodiment, said preferences in terms of
network paths further include preferences in terms of IP
connection endpoints for an application allowing a choice
in IP connection endpoint, and wherein, for a Client-Serv-
er based network information service, a response sent
by said Server to said Client includes different path costs
values for different combinations of IP connection end-
point addresses and different path cost attributes identi-
fying different access technologies.
[0056] In an embodiment, for a Client-Server based
network information service, said Server is distributed
among two Servers: a Local Server providing path costs
capable of indicating preferences in terms of mobile net-
work paths, and a Core Server providing path costs ca-
pable of indicating preferences in terms of IP network
paths.
[0057] In an embodiment, for a Client-Server based
network information service, said Server is distributed
among two Servers: a Local Server providing path costs
capable of indicating preferences in terms of mobile net-
work paths between said UE and a mobile network gate-
way via different access technologies, and a Core Server
providing path costs capable of indicating preferences in
terms of IP network paths between said mobile network
gateway and different IP connection endpoints for an ap-
plication allowing a choice in IP connection endpoint.
[0058] In an embodiment:

- address information of a serving Local Server is pro-
vided to said UE, such as at IP connectivity estab-
lishment by a mobile network entity interacting with
said UE at said PDN connectivity establishment.

[0059] In an embodiment:

- connection attributes identifying said access tech-
nologies at mobile network level are provided by said
UE to a mobile network information service Agent
associated with said UE.

[0060] In an embodiment:

- connection attributes identifying said access tech-
nologies at mobile network level are mapped by a
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mobile network information service Agent associat-
ed with said UE to path costs attributes identifying
said access technologies at mobile network service
information level.

[0061] In an embodiment:

- a request sent by a Local Client to said Local Server
includes path cost attributes identifying said access
technologies.

[0062] In an embodiment:

- said Local Server, upon receiving a request including
path cost attributes identifying said access technol-
ogies, sending a request for IP network path costs
to said Core Server through a Core Client coupled
to said Local Server or getting cached IP network
path costs if still valid, and getting mobile network
path costs from a database associated with said Lo-
cal Server.

[0063] In an embodiment:

- a response including mobile network path costs
merged with IP network path costs is sent by said
Local Server to a Local Client.

[0064] In an embodiment, said path costs further in-
clude bandwidth costs capable of indicating preferences
in terms of bandwidth.
[0065] In other aspects, there are provided different
entities for performing such method. Such entities may
include, in particular, User Equipment UE, network infor-
mation Server such as ALTO Server (including Local
Server and Core Server), network information Client such
as ALTO Client (including Local Client and Core Client),
network information Agent, mobile network entity inter-
acting with UE at PDN connectivity establishment.
[0066] The detailed implementation of the above-men-
tioned means does not raise any special problem for a
person skilled in the art, and therefore such means do
not need to be more fully disclosed than has been made
above, by their function, for a person skilled in the art.
[0067] A person of skill in the art would readily recog-
nize that steps of various above-described methods can
be performed by programmed computers. Herein, some
embodiments are also intended to cover program storage
devices, e.g., digital data storage media, which are ma-
chine or computer readable and encode machine-exe-
cutable or computer-executable programs of instruc-
tions, wherein said instructions perform some or all of
the steps of said above-described methods. The program
storage devices may be, e.g., digital memories, magnetic
storage media such as a magnetic disks and magnetic
tapes, hard drives, or optically readable digital data stor-
age media. The embodiments are also intended to cover
computers programmed to perform said steps of the

above-described methods.

Claims

1. A method for optimization of application layer traffic
carried by an IP connection over a multi-access tech-
nology mobile network between a User Equipment
UE and an IP connection endpoint in an IP network,
said optimization being based on network informa-
tion provided using a network information service,
said network information including path costs capa-
ble of indicating preferences in terms of network
paths for said IP connection, said preferences in
terms of network paths including preferences in
terms of access technologies.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein connection
attributes identifying said access technologies are
provided by said UE for use by said network infor-
mation service.

3. A method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein connec-
tion attributes identifying said access technologies
at mobile network level are mapped to path costs
attributes identifying said access technologies at
network information service level.

4. A method according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein,
for a Client-Server based network information serv-
ice, a request sent by said Client to said Server in-
cludes path costs attributes identifying said access
technologies.

5. A method according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein,
for a Client-Server based network information serv-
ice, a response sent by said Server to said Client
includes different path costs values for different path
costs attributes identifying different access technol-
ogies.

6. A method according to any of claims 1 to 5, wherein
said preferences in terms of network paths further
include preferences in terms of IP connection end-
points for an application allowing a choice in IP con-
nection endpoint.

7. A method according to any of claims 1 to 6, wherein
said preferences in terms of network paths further
include preferences in terms of IP connection end-
points for an application allowing a choice in IP con-
nection endpoint, and wherein, for a Client-Server
based network information service, a response sent
by said Server to said Client includes different path
costs values for different combinations of IP connec-
tion endpoint addresses and different path cost at-
tributes identifying different access technologies.
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8. A method according to any of claims 1 to 7, wherein,
for a Client-Server based network information serv-
ice, said Server is distributed among two Servers: a
Local Server providing path costs capable of indicat-
ing preferences in terms of mobile network paths,
and a Core Server providing path costs capable of
indicating preferences in terms of IP network paths.

9. A method according to any of claims 1 to 8, wherein,
for a Client-Server based network information serv-
ice, said Server is distributed among two Servers: a
Local Server providing path costs capable of indicat-
ing preferences in terms of mobile network paths be-
tween said UE and a mobile network gateway via
different access technologies, and a Core Server
providing path costs capable of indicating preferenc-
es in terms of IP network paths between said mobile
network gateway and different IP connection end-
points for an application allowing a choice in IP con-
nection endpoint.

10. A method according to claim 8 or 9, wherein:

- address information of a serving Local Server
is provided to said UE, such as at IP connectivity
establishment by a mobile network entity inter-
acting with said UE at said PDN connectivity es-
tablishment.

11. A method according to any of claims 8 to 10, wherein:

- connection attributes identifying said access
technologies at mobile network level are provid-
ed by said UE to a mobile network information
service Agent associated with said UE.

12. A method according to any of claims 8 to 11, wherein:

- connection attributes identifying said access
technologies at mobile network level are
mapped by a mobile network information service
Agent associated with said UE to path costs at-
tributes identifying said access technologies at
mobile network service information level.

13. A method according to any of claims 8 to 12, wherein:

- a request sent by a Local Client to said Local
Server includes path cost attributes identifying
said access technologies.

14. A method according to any of claims 8 to 13, wherein:

- said Local Server, upon receiving a request
including path cost attributes identifying said ac-
cess technologies, sending a request for IP net-
work path costs to said Core Server through a
Core Client coupled to said Local Server or get-

ting cached IP network path costs if still valid,
and getting mobile network path costs from a
database associated with said Local Server.

15. A method according to claim 8 to 14, wherein:

- a response including mobile network path costs
merged with IP network path costs is sent by
said Local Server to a Local Client.

16. A method according to any of claims 1 to 15, wherein
said path costs further include bandwidth costs ca-
pable of indicating preferences in terms of band-
width.

17. An entity configured for performing a method accord-
ing to any of claims 1 to 16.
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